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The rhythmic and melodic elements of Theodor Geisel’s children’s literature provide many  
opportunities for knowledge of language, vocabulary acquisition and use, and creative expression 
and communication in music.  The two books chosen in this lesson, Dr. Seuss’s ABC and P.D. 
Eastman’s Go, Dog. Go!, are two of many which can provide successful learning experiences. With 
this lesson, words are lifted off the page and into the children’s world of enduring understanding, 
giving them the tools needed for the most complex creativity. 
 
Essential Questions: How does the literature of Theodor Geisel (Dr. Seuss), and his  
protégé, P.D. Eastman lend itself to language and music exploration in strengthening  
reading comprehension, knowledge of language, and vocabulary acquisition and use? How 

does this literature launch creative expression and communication in music?  
 
Process 
Lesson 1 – Dr. Seuss’s ABC 
• Begin the lesson with movement, accompanied by a recording of African drumming. Demon-

strate different levels and directions, encouraging the children to be silent, while the children 
move as well, exploring the space in the room.   

• Have the students explore different ways that their bodies can form shapes: straight line shapes 
or curvy.  Explore creating alphabet letters with these shapes. 

• Read Dr. Seuss’s ABC, very rhythmically, and explain to the children that the movement will be 
used with this book after reading. 

• After reading the book, discuss different characters and objects listed in the book. 
• Divide the students into groups of three. Have each group choose one letter of the alphabet to 

explore for the following activity. (The average class will not have enough groups to complete 
the whole alphabet – all letters do not have to be chosen.) 

• Re-read Dr. Seuss’s ABC, with eight beats of rest between each section, allowing the students 
time to perform their letter, and the descriptions that follow each letter. Have the African drum-
ming recording play to accompany this activity.   

• For example: 
• “Big A, little a, what begins with a?”  (eight beats of rest while the students 

with the letter “a” form their letter with their body and hold the position) 
• “Aunt Annie’s Alligator, A, a, A” (eight beats of rest while the same students 

demonstrate Aunt Annie and the alligator with movement) 
Lesson 2  - Go, Dog. Go!  By Mr. P.D. Eastman 
• Read sections of Go, Dog. Go!  aloud to the class, pointing out the title page, the author, and 

other information at the beginning of the book.   
• Before reading, explain that this book occurs in different sections.  There are descriptions of the 

dogs actions, and there is a small drama that occurs between two dogs concerning hats. 
• Point out the “opposite” prepositions and adjectives that occur in the descriptive sections.   
• Demonstrate on non-pitched percussion instruments the difference in high and low (not to be 

confused with loud and quiet).  Artie Almeda, a music specialist of world renown, has a wonder-
ful saying:  “Big is low, little is high, that’ll be true til the day I die.” 

• After distribution and exploration of the rhythm instruments with the children, assign parts for 
different instruments to the words big, little, up, down, over, and under. Re-read sections of the 
book allowing the students to create sound effects with their instruments when their word is 
mentioned.   

• For example:   Big dog, (the larger drums play) 
Little dog, (the smaller drums play) 
Over the house (the triangles play) 
It is hot under here (the gong plays) 

• On another day, explore the drama between the two dogs discussing the female dog’s hat.  
(Pages 8, 26, 36, and 62)   

• Divide the students into pairs, assigning them sections of the drama. 
• Have the students practice performing the drama with their partner. 
• Have the students share their performance with another set of partners. 
• Explore as a class high and low pitches using so and mi, possibly la.  Demonstrate singing their 

dramas, having the students return to their partners and create their own melodies for their sec-
tion. 

• Have the students share this performance with another set of partners.  Select extremely suc-
cessful students to share this with the class. 

• Have the students form sets of four with their partners and another set of partners.  Distribute 
two-line staff cards, and note icons to each group of four, and have the students notate their 
“songs” and sing them to each other. 

 

Materials 
- Several copies of Dr. Seuss’s ABC and Go, 
Dog. Go by P.D. Eastman 
- Percussion instruments 
- Two-line staffs 
- Note icons (small cutouts of paw prints) 
- Recording of African Drumming 
- Stereo 
 
Vocabulary 
Rhythm 
Combinations of long and short, or even or  
uneven sounds that establish a musical  
continuum and convey a sense of movement. 
Phrase 
A single line of music played or sung. A musical 
sentence.  
Sight Word 
A word whose spelling is not straightforward 
and, therefore, does not enable a learning read-
er to determine what spoken word it represents 
just by sounding it out according to the rules.  
Reader’s Theater 
A dramatic presentation of a written work in a 
script form  
Radio Reading 
A "read aloud" strategy designed for maximum 
interaction between the reader and the audi-
ence. The reader "reads aloud" a selection and 
then initiates a discussion by asking specific 
questions of the audience. Responses and 
dialogue should be fast-paced.  
Echo Reading 
A skilled reader reads a text, a sentence at a 
time, as the learner tracks. The learner then 
echoes or imitates the skilled reader.  
Choral Reading 
Reading aloud in unison with a whole class or 
group of students. 
 
Classroom Tips 
This guide consists of different lessons that can 
be extended over several class periods.  Any 
time movement, or instruments, or partner 
work, are used, it helpful to provide parameters 
before each activity is conducted.  For example, 
before the performance of the letters in Dr. 
Seuss’s ABC, a class discussion of proper 
audience behavior would serve all well. 
 
Resources 
African Drums and Soukouss BEAT THE 
DRUM from World Masters Series  
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Common Core Georgia 
Performance Standards 
ENGLISH LANGUAGE ARTS 
GRADE K 
ELACCKRL1:  With prompting and support, ask and answer ques-
tions about key details in a text. 
ELACCKRL3:  With prompting and support, identify characters, set-
tings, and major events in a story. 
ELACCKRL4:  Ask and answer questions about unknown words in a 
text. 
ELACCKRL10:  Actively engage in group reading activities with pur-
pose and understanding.  
ELACCKRF1:  Demonstrate understanding of the organization and 
basic features of print.  
ELACCKSL1:  Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse 
partners about kindergarten topics and texts with peers and adults in small 
and larger groups.  
ELACCKSL2:  Confirm understanding of written texts read aloud or 
information presented orally or through media by asking and answering 
questions about key details and requesting 
clarification if something is not understood.  
ELACCKSL3:  Ask and answer questions in order to seek help, get 
information, or clarify something that is not understood.  
ELACCKSL5:  Add drawings or other visual displays to descriptions 
as desired to provide additional detail.  
ELACCKSL6:  Speak audibly and express thoughts, feelings, and 
ideas clearly.  
ELACCKL1:  Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
ELACCKL6:  Use words and phrases acquired through conversa-
tions, reading and being read to, and responding to texts.  
GRADE 1 
ELACC1RL1:  Ask and answer questions about key details in a text. 
ELACC1RL3:  Describe characters, settings, and major events in a 
story, using key details. 
ELACC1RL4:  Identify words and phrases in stories or poems that 
suggest feelings or appeal to the senses. 
ELACC1RL7:  Use illustrations and details in a story to describe its 
characters, setting, or events. 
ELACC1RF3:  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words.  
ELACC1RF4:  Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 
comprehension.  
ELACC1L1: Demonstrate command of the conventions of standard 
English grammar and usage when writing or speaking. 
 

GRADE 2 
ELACC2RL1:  Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, 
when, why, and how to demonstrate understanding of key details in a text. 
ELACC2RL3:  Describe how characters in a story respond to major 
events and challenges. 
ELACC2RL4:  Describe how words and phrases (e.g., regular beats, 
alliteration, rhymes, repeated lines) supply rhythm and meaning in a story, 
poem, or song. 
ELACC2RL6:  Acknowledge differences in the points of view of char-
acters, including by speaking in a different voice for each character when 
reading dialogue aloud. 
ELACC2RF3:  Know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis 
skills in decoding words.  
ELACC2RF4:  Read with sufficient accuracy and fluency to support 
comprehension.  
ELACC2SL1:  Participate in collaborative conversations with diverse 
partners about grade 2 topics and texts with peers and adults in small and 
larger groups.  
ELACC2SL4:  Tell a story or recount an experience with appropriate 
facts and relevant, descriptive details, speaking audibly in coherent sen-
tences.  
ELACC2SL5:  Create audio recordings of stories or poems; add 
drawings or other visual displays to stories or recounts of experiences 
when appropriate to clarify ideas, thoughts, and 
feelings.  
 

Georgia Performance Standards 
MUSIC 
GRADE K 
MKGM.5: Composing and arranging music within specified guide-
lines  
MKGM.6: Listening to, analyzing, and describing music  
MKGM.10: Moving, alone and with others, to a varied repertoire of 
music  
GRADE 1 
M1GM.5: Composing and arranging music within specified guide-
lines  
M1GM.6: Listening to, analyzing, and describing music  
M1GM.10: Moving, alone and with others, to a varied repertoire of 
music 
GRADE 2 
M2GM.5: Composing and arranging music within specified guide-
lines  
M2GM.6: Listening to, analyzing, and describing music  
M2GM.10: Moving, alone and with others, to a varied repertoire of 
music  
 

National Standards 
MUSIC 
Standard 2: Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a 
varied repertoire of music 
Standard 4: Composing and arranging music within specified guide-
lines 
Standard 5: Reading and notating music 
Standard 6: Listening to, analyzing, and describing  music 
Standard 8: Understanding relationships between music, the arts, 
and disciplines outside of the arts 
 

Extensions 
Instead of a recording of African music, the teacher can accompany the class on a conga or djembe or bongos. On rare occasions, there is a student 
or group of students who can maintain an African style beat.  This might be an occasion to bring in an older drumming group from your school or the 
community. The older students can take their notation efforts to the next level by transferring their notation to written notes on a two line staff. 
 
Assessment 
The activities shared here lend themselves to several types of assessment.  Rubrics can be used for the students and/or the teacher to assess each 

group in the areas focused on for each activity.  The teacher can observe through the students’ performances and in small group discussion the  
students success in understanding high and low pitches and timbres, as well as their understanding of the text and phenomic awareness.  


